TERREBONNE PARISH REGISTERED LAND SURVEYORS

Available locally to provide Elevation Certificates

**In alphabetical order, no preference by Parish**

Acadia Land Surveying, LLC  985-449-0094
Charles L. McDonald Land Surveyors, Inc.  985-876-4412
David Waitz Engineering & Surveying, Inc.  985-876-0267
Delta Coast Consultants LLC  985-655-3100
Kenneth L. Rembert Land Surveyors  985-879-2782
Leonard Chauvin PE PLS, Inc.  985-449-1376
Morris P. Hebert, Inc.  985-879-2731
Picciola & Associates  985-632-5786
Providence Engineering and Design LLC (985) 384-2521
T. Baker Smith  985-868-1050
Wayne J. Plaisance Engineers & Surveyors, Inc.  985-632-5596

Note:
The parish Traditional HMGP requires DFIRM plus 1 foot for all elevations regardless of the zone. Request that the surveyor provide the DFIRM in the notes section.

General Information:

In all cases, elevations in the V zone measure from the lowest horizontal cross member (i.e. the bottom of the slab) instead of the top of the first floor.

The Parish suggests that structures be elevated to one foot above the legal or program required limit in case of settling or contractor error. There may be insurance benefits as well since elevation certificates will be required in the future for flood insurance issuance.

The Parish does not recommend or endorse all or any of these vendors in any fashion. The list is a courtesy to facilitate applicant access to services.